From Here to There – the Path to Follow
Leading on national long-term renovation strategies to upgrade our buildings

14.00-14.05  Introduction by the moderator
Adrian JOYCE, Secretary General, EuroACE

14.05-14.15  Keynote Speech: Leading as Legislators – the view of the European Parliament
The crucial role of national long-term renovation strategies to upscale building renovation activity in Member States
MEP Peter KOUROUMBASHEV (S&D, BG) – Member of ITRE Committee

Session I: Leading on Renovation Strategies: Who, Why, and How?

14.15-14.25  Leading Locally – Cities & Regions at the heart of the governance for renovation
Best practices from PUBLENEFF & EMBUILD projects
Frank MISCHLER, GIZ – H2020 EMBUILD project coordinator

14.25-14.35  Leading for the Greater Good – a fair & just energy transition
How to alleviate energy poverty and target worst performing buildings in the national long-term renovation strategies? Lessons from the DREEAM project
Ingrid VOGLER, Vice-Chair of the Working Committee on Energy, Construction & Standardization, Housing Europe

14.35-14.45  Leading Together – an inclusive energy transition
How can stakeholders participate to the implementation of the national long-term renovation strategies?
Audrey NUGENT, Senior Policy Advisor, World Green Building Council

14.45-14.55  Q&A

Session II: Leading on Renovation Strategies by Innovation

14.55-15.05  A digital energy transition
How to aggregate projects together, offer packaged solutions and upscale activity?
Susanne DYRBOEL, Director Group Public Affairs, ROCKWOOL | Better Home

15.05-15.15  Legal Issues of Decision-Making: a new approach in renovation strategies
How insights on property law translate into projects promoting renovation?
David WEATHERALL, Director, Future Climate

15.15-15.25  Q&A

15.25-15.30  Conclusions
Adrian JOYCE, Secretary General, EuroACE